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Abstract

In complex and dynamic environments where interdependencies cannot monotonously determine causality, data mining techniques may be employed in order to analyze the problem, extract key features and identify pivotal factors. Typical cases of such complexity and dynamicity are supply chain networks, where a number of involved stakeholders struggle towards their own benefit. These stakeholders may be agents with varying degrees of autonomy and intelligence, in a constant effort to establish beneficiary contracts and maximize own revenue. In this paper, we illustrate the benefits of data mining analysis on a well-established agent supply chain management network. We apply data mining techniques, both at a macro and micro level, analyze the results and discuss them in the context of agent performance improvement.

1. Introduction

As agent technology matures in time, autonomous agents gain applicability and trust in trading and auctioning goods in real-world electronic markets, as well as in managing more complex environments like supply chain networks [4, 8]. Various approaches are followed in order to determine the optimal agent strategy with respect to the challenges they (agents) come up against. The plethora of data generated by these highly dynamic markets can be exploited in various contexts, either for online, or for a posteriori analysis. Our work attempts to evaluate data mining (DM) methodologies for analyzing and improving agent behavior based on market data analysis for an agent supply chain testbed, the Trading Agent Competition, Supply Chain Management game (TAC SCM) [1]. TAC SCM is a dynamic, stochastic, partially observable and competitive multi-agent environment that simulates an instantiation of a realistic supply chain management scenario. It allows for a huge strategy space for agents to apply, while it is very challenging in the sense that decisions taken on any given day may affect the state of the agent many days later. Due to the time constraints and the huge dimensionality of the game, analytic strategies and algorithms are much more difficult to apply and succeed than in simpler auction settings. All the above make the TAC SCM game a very good testbed for applying DM techniques and establishing their worth as intelligent agent modules against various conditions and opponents.

In general, DM analysis of a domain may identify opportunities and help the agent designer gain a predictive edge over his/her opponents. In this context, we have applied DM in order to: a) provide a DM-driven performance evaluation of the agents over the past competitions, derive conclusions as to what makes an agent successful, and subsequently guide the design of SCM agents and, b) deduce models of market behavior in order to build a robust and high-performing agent that will be able to be ahead of its competition. The resulting agent was used as a strawman against other methodologies that involve on-line learning and/or heuristic approaches. In this work, we focus our DM methodology on the bidding component of the agent, which is the one that comes in direct competition with its counterparts.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the TAC SCM and references related work on the domain. Section 3 describes performance evaluation models, while Section 4 presents the bidding algorithm. Finally, Section 5 summarizes work conducted.
2. Background & Related Work

Within the scenario of the TAC SCM game, each agent participating represents a PC manufacturer with limited production capacity. Six such agents compete in selling 16 different types of PCs to potential customers. The agents’ tasks are to negotiate on supply contracts, bid for customer offers, manage daily assembly activities and ship completed orders to customers. Every day, customers send Request-For-Quote (RFQ) messages and agents bid on them, depending on their ability to satisfy delivery dates and prices. The bid price should not exceed the reserve price the customer requires, which is between $75\% - 125\%$ of base price of PC components. The next day, the customer sends the order to the agent that has made the winning offer. To get paid, the agent must deliver the products on time, otherwise it is charged with a penalty. Winner is declared the agent with the greater bank balance at the end of the game. Game length is 220 simulated days, with each day lasting 15 seconds.

Several approaches have been employed for analyzing the behavior of agents in the competition and providing bidding strategies based on supervised learning algorithms from past game log analysis. As far as bidding strategies and DM methods are concerned, agent TacTex [6] has employed models to predict the probability of acceptance of a bid based on RFQ details, current game conditions and offered price, while a more recent design of the same agent [7] has attempted to forecast future changes in price, in order to predict more profitable days of selling. On the other hand, DeepMaize [5], another highly performing agent, uses a k-nearest neighbors algorithm to find the relationship between current market conditions and distributions of current and future prices. From what the TAC SCM literature has to offer, our analysis differs in the fact that, through DM we ultimately result in a simple generalized rule to guide SCM agent design. Additionally, our DM-enabled bidding algorithm builds upon the analysis provided and tries to combine the price, probability, opportunities and future conditions predictions in a unified bidding schema.

3. DM-Enabled Performance Evaluation

DM analysis was performed on game logs from 2005 to 2007 (3 years). Previous years’ (2003 and 2004) logs were not considered, since in 2005 there was a major change in game rules. Our goal was to identify the qualities that a high (or low) performing agent should (should not) exhibit during a game. Agent performance is rated against its bank balance at the end of a game, with respect to 21 metrics that are calculated as percentages or averages during game time. These metrics are: 1) market share (%), 2-4) three due date shares (%), 5-7) three reserve price shares (%), 8-10) three range shares (%), 11-13) three quantity shares (%), 14) delivery performance (%), 15) average (AVG) selling price, 16) AVG purchase price, 17) AVG lead time of supplies, 18) AVG factory utilization, 19) AVG storage costs, 20) AVG PC inventory level and 21) AVG component inventory level.

Two filtering approaches were applied: a) a correlation-based feature subset evaluation algorithm using hill climbing, forward, backward and genetic search and b) a ReliefF feature ranking, with a wrapper approach for attribute selection with linear regression and forward search, all using 10 cross-fold validation (10-CV), separately for each one of the three years. This way, the best and most frequent appearing features were extracted: AVG selling price (positive), AVG purchase price (negative), AVG storage costs (negative), delivery performance (positive) and AVG factory utilization (positive). The correlation-based feature subset evaluation algorithm, regardless of the search technique used would always output these features. Next to each selected feature, one may find the positive or negative sign of the coefficient when linear regression is performed. The results for root mean square error (RMSE) in millions (M) and the correlation coefficient (CC) are presented in Table 1. On the left side of the arrow is the training set and on the right the test set used for the analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Predicting the performance of an agent over a game.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results from Table 1 indicate that more than 80\% of bank balance variance can be explained by monitoring only these 5 features. The following rule can be defined:

“An agent should sell as high as possible and buy as low as possible, while maintaining the highest possible throughput in the factory and inventory (and by throughput we mean to have a high factory utilization, but also sell the produced PCs and not just store them) and not default on deliveries.”
4. A DM-Enabled Bidding Mechanism

We have focused on the bidding task of the agent, since it is the one that interacts directly with the other competitors and, thus, requires precise modeling of market conditions for every period during the game. Algorithm 1 summarizes the major points of the mechanism. The auctions are first-price, sealed bid auctions, with the customer setting up a reserve price. The winning agent is the one that has the lowest bid below that reserve price.

Algorithm 1: The DM enabled bidding algorithm.

```plaintext
RFQs ← current day RFQs
current ← current game state
for i = 1 to i = d do
    demand ← predict demand in RFQs for day i
    RFQs.add(generateRFQs(demand))
end for
for all RFQs do
    state ← dm.predictState(current,rfq.creationDate)
    if dm.isUnfruitful(rfq,state) then
        rfq.bidPrice = rfq.reservePrice
    else
        rfq.bidPrice = dm.predictPrice(rfq,state)
    end if
    rfq.prob = dm.calculateProb(rfq.bidPrice, rfq, state)
end for
sort in descending utility order
while resources > 0 do
    agent.makeOffer(rfq)
    resources -= rfq.prob × rfq.resources
end while
```

Every day the agent receives RFQs from the customers, while future RFQs are also predicted. The importance of predicting future RFQs is that one should not spend all its factory cycles on today’s RFQs, since it is likely that a percentage of forthcoming RFQs will be more profitable. After having calculated its free capacity with respect to pending orders in order to choose the most profitable current and future RFQs to bid on, the agent attempts to predict whether each auction established will be fruitful or not. In the latter case, there will be no competition and thus a bid equal to the reserve price can be placed. In the former case, the RFQ details and the state of the game the given date are fed to a DM model responsible for predicting the closing price of the auction. Utility is calculated for all offers as they are sorted in descending utility order. For each offer, if resources are adequate the agent makes a bid. Resources (factory cycles and components) are discounted based on the probability of acceptance of any given offer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product ID</th>
<th>Linear</th>
<th>M5'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1. Predicting Offer Prices

One of the most important tasks an agent has to uptake during the competition is to be able to predict the closing price of an RFQ. Our work presented in [2] introduces a way to predict the offer price given 20 attributes: RFQ details (reserve price, due date, quantity, penalty) and the current state of the game (current simulation date, demand, minimum and maximum prices the five previous days). Numerous experiments have been conducted like performing multiple linear regression with backward elimination using the F-statistic, performing correlation feature subset evaluation [3] and ReliefF ranking evaluation, in order to identify good features that are able to generalize well. Based on this analysis, we have identify a subset of important features: due date (negative), reserve price (positive), minimum and maximum prices for the last 2 days (positive) and current demand (positive). Tags in parentheses represent the sign of the coefficient when linear regression is applied. From all algorithms and methods tested, like Classification Algorithms, Neural Networks and Support Vector Machines, M5’ was selected due to better prediction accuracy from other methods. Table 2 the RMSE for product IDs 1, 8, 9 and 16. The results are 10-CV on 10% of the entire 2007 dataset, equaling around 170000 instances. Again we can see that above 80% of the variance of the offer price can be explained by these 7 variables.

4.2. Predicting Unfruitful Auctions

Several auctions during a TAC SCM game are not met by the manufacturers. This could be either because demand is higher than supply, or due to start- and end-effects, where the agents try to build or minimize inventories. Another potential factor could be the shortage of a certain component, resulting to the inability of manufacturers to produce a certain product. In any case, identifying such opportunities could be beneficial for the agent, since it would set the price of that offer equal to the reserve price of the RFQ in order to gain more profit and increase revenues. Again, one could deal with the problem of predicting unfruitful auctions us-
ing DM. By employing the same initial set of features as in the previous section, we have performed classification, trying to identify whether an auction will be met (1) or not (0).

Initially we employed attribute selection methodologies, in order to find the most prominent features. Experiments were performed using the datasets from the finals (more competitive) and second finals rounds (less competitive) in 2005 and three datasets were generated: tiny (6245 and 5806 instances), medium (124223 and 118831 instances) and huge (621577 and 592084 instances, respectively). Using correlation-based feature subset evaluation and ReliefF ranking on the tiny datasets we created several potential candidate subsets of features (14 of them). By applying several algorithms in order to measure accuracy (J48, REPtrees, DecTables, NaiveBayes, RBFNets, IBk, JRip, BayesNet and PART) on the tiny datasets, we decided on the ones that performed best in accuracy for a 10-CV evaluation: current simulation date, reserve price, minimum price of product the previous day, maximum price of product the previous day, current demand and previous day demand. Accuracy may not be the best evaluation measure, nevertheless it gives a qualitative overview of the problem at hand. More elaborate testing was performed using the features selected, in order to evaluate whether they are related to start and end effects (current date), demand (customer demand the last two days) and whether or not there is strong competition (minimum and maximum prices distance from the reserve price) between agents.

Subsequently, we focused on the optimal configuration of the selected algorithm (C4.5), in order to improve Recall and Precision, since in the dataset most of the auctions were met, thus the extracted model was biased towards met auctions. We re-adjusted the cost matrix for the tiny dataset and then tested it on the medium and huge datasets. The C4.5 was applied, pruned, with confidence 0.0005 and a cost matrix of (0,2,3,0) for (TN, FP, FN, TP) respectively. Higher cost was assigned to false negatives (FN), since by predicting an auction is unfruitful and by setting the offer price as the reserve price, it is very likely for the offer not to be accepted due to the rest of competition. On the other hand, the cost of predicting a auction will be met by the manufacturers when in fact it is not, will make the agent lose some profit but not the entire order. The results for the two datasets for the finals are provided in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Huge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>88.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-measure</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROC</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions & Future Work

Within the context of this work we have provided a data mining analysis of the TAC SCM game. We were able to identify the key features of success for the agents and subsequently we have built a bidding mechanism that employs this knowledge, in order to enhance agent performance. Future work is focused on the analysis of the supplier side, in order to improve agent procurement and agent reputation.
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